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Newman: Beyond the Fields We Know

:&:yonb the F1elbs «re Enow
by Lois Newman
There is in the United States today a revival or interest in fantasy
!,iterature. ,,When The Lord or the Rings by J. R.R. Tolkien was
discovered
m 1965 this was the signal for a strong resurgence of
popularity for heroic fantasy.
However Professor Tolkien is only the
The first of the modern writers
latest in a long line or fantasy writers.
or heroic fantasy was William Norris who wrote his fantasy novels in
the 1890's. The second or the modern writers was an Irishman. who
though recognized by writers of fantasy to be perhaps the greatest or
all fantasy writers.
1s unknown to a large percentage of readers today.
The writer was Lord Dunsany, formally known as Edward John
Moreton Drax Plunkett, 18th Baron Dunsany. The facts of Lord
Dunsany's life arc simple.
He was born 1n County Meath, Ireland on
July 24, 1878. lie \l'1S heir to the oldest Baronial title in the Br1t1sh
He lived 1n a castle built 1n
Isles which dated from the 13th century.
the 12th century by his ancestors who came to Ireland with Wiiham the
Conqueror.
lie was educated al Eton and Sandhurst. He served in the
llocr War with the Coldstream Guards and in World War I was a Captain
1n the lnnsk1lling Fusiliers. Besides being an author he was a wellknown traveler and sportsman.
At one time he was chess champion of
all Ireland. lie died October 25. 1957.
The milieu rn which he grew up and hved had a large influence on
his writing.
Perhaps JUSt being an Irishman was a major' influence.
lie was a good storyteller and as most or his works were fantasy the
Irish love of the supernatural and myth must have given him his taste
for the genre m which he chose to write. As a wealthy peer he had
Much
the freedom to travel and pursue his favorite pastime, hunting.
of his writing shows the Influence of his travels to Africa and the Orient.
In fact he once estimated he spent mnety-seven percent or his lime
ti·avehng and hunting, the rest rn wr1t1ng.
With the pubhcauon of The Gods~ Pegana rn 1905 Dunsany began
his long career as a writer of short-stories. novels, verse, plays and
essays and autobiographical
works.
He wrote more than sixty volumes
altogether- -all or them with a quill pen. llis hrst plays were produced
by the Abbey Theatre in Dubhn 1n 1911, but he did not get along well with
Yeats and Lady Gregory and very soon after 1911 got out of the Abbey
Later his plays were very successfully produced rn Eneland
Theatre.
and the United States.
Dunsany was well-known durine his ureume, but mainly as a dramatist and essayist.
A careful searchlllg of both Enghsh and A mer rcan
guides to periodical literature find him largely ignored during his lifetime
and since.
This seems strange since practitioners
of fantasy have and
continue to praise him and readers who are introduced to his writings
become enthusiasuc and want to continue to read his works.
This paper rs concerned only with his short-stories and novels of
a fantastrc nature and will not discuss his plays or books or verse.
The Gods of Pegana, lus hrst book, mtroduces us to an entirely
new pantheon or gods descrtbmg the d1v1nities of the "Third Herms phere."
They dwell upon Pegana and were made by the mighty Dreamer of All
Things, Mana-Yood-Susha1. It 1s significant his first book" ... began
He told us first about the
hke an ancient literature with mythology.
gods of the lands where his priests and kmgs and shepherds were to
abide ..• "I He created a separate world of his own; but very ortgmally,
he created a set or gods, myths and legends the people of his created
world might know and wor-ship. This was a mytholo~ of his own. It
was truly stated "He has the mind of a myth-maker."
In addition to Mana-Yood.Sushai,
the Dreamer or All Things, there
is Skaarl the Drummer, who drums while Mana-Yood Sushai rests from
his Labors of creation. When Skaar! stops drumming Mana-Yood-Susha1
will awaken and the gods will cease to exist.
Among other gods residing
on Pegana are KJb, the Giver or Lire; Shd, Whose Soul is by the Sea;
Shish, the god of lime; Mung, the god or Death. Below these gods are
the Thousand Home Gods--Roon, the god of Going; Kilooloogung, the
Lord of Ansing Smoke; Triboogie, the Lord of Dusk; Pitsu, who strokes
the cat; Hobith, who calms the dog; Lrrnpang-Tung, god of Mirth;
Yoharneth-Lahai,
god of little dreams and fancies; and of course Hish,
of whom 1t is wrttten in the Chapter in The Gods of Pegana that tell of
the Thousand Home Gods:
And when it is dark, all in the hour of Triboogie, Hish
cr eepeth from the forest, the Lord of Silence, whose
children are the bats who have broken the command of
their father, but in a voice that is ever so low. Hrsh
busheth the mouse and all the whispers in the mght;
he maketh all noises still. Only the cricket rebelleth.
But Hish has sent against him such a spell that after he
hath cried a thousand times his voice may be heard no
more. but becometh part of the silence.
Besides bemg a work of wonderful imagination, The Gods~ Pegana
is an excellent example of one of the characteristics of Dunsany's wnting- his use of exotic and romanhcally evocative names. Not only gods in his
books have wonderful names, but places as well. For examples there is
Sardathrion, the ancient city of the gods; Babbulkund, that was called by
those who loved her "The City of Marvel, " and by those that hated her
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"The City of the Dog"; Bethmoora; Taraphet and Merimna.
People also
had fabulous names; i.e. the end of his story "The Sword of Welleran"
ends "But back from the ramparts and beyond the mountains and over the
lands that they had conquered of old. beyond the world and back again to
Paradise, went the souls of Welleran, Soorenard. Mommolek. Rollory.
Akanax, and younge lraine."
There is also King Karna-Vootra; the
Jeweller Thangobr-ind: Pombo the Idolater; and Slith, the Thief.
Certalnly the names in Ounsany's stories are evidence of his great
Imaginative powers and his rather unique approach to the writing or fantasy. "To many readers the names In themselves seem magically evocative. "3 The names transport the reader from the present to the worlds
created by Dunsany almost immedlately. The openings of his stories
invariably begin by using one or more extraordinary
names which catch
the attention of the reader. The opening of "Poltarnces, lleholt.ler of
Oceans", for example, begins, "Toldees, Mondath, Arizim, these·are
the Inner Lands, the lands whose sentinels upon their borders do not
behold the sea."
As to the origins of the names Dunsany used, in speaking of Greek
and Latin classes during his schooldays at Cheam, he tells us:
My head began to fill with the sounds of Greek and Latin words,
and continued to do so afterwards at Eton, until my memory
held the echoes of more stately syllables than I knew the
meanings of; and, when geography was tumbled on top or this,
my mind was very full of the material needed for the names
of strange rivers and cities. And these, when I came to
write, my mind put together for Itself; and, on the rar c occasions when it has failed to do so and I have used conscious
effort Instead, the name has always been uninteresting, unconvincing, and as though it were not the real name of that
city or river. An example of one of these failures is llabbulkund. It was, I think, some sort of effort to combine llabylon
and Orizund, which the poet A E had told me was one of the
cities of Blake. Soon after the story was printed lhe right
name came to me, but too late, and that was Babdaroon. Most
of the other names satisfy me: I always thought Perdondaris
was a fair name for a city, while Belzoond and Ourl and Duz
seem suitable enough for the names of lesser cities •.• 4
ln addition to certain magical qualities hls names arc examples
of "ideational onomatopoeia: his Hish, for example, seems precisely
right as a name for the Lord of Silence; his Sllth as a name for a thief;"5
and Shish for the hurried rush of time.
Dunsany's second book, Time and the Gods, publf shed in 1906,
contains some stories of myth, but begins to move into tales of heroic
fantasy. His stories begin to show touches of oriental opulance and his
great delight in color. lie used to speak of "Those !,;astern lands of the
fancy, in which my imagination was always happiest." OC all writers of
modern fantasy he is the only one who evidences a strong affinity for
Oriental culture and is the only writer who shows the influence of Oriental mythology to any extent upon his writings. In his autobiographical
Patches of Sunlight (1938) Dunsan,y says the stories in Time and the Gods
were dictated to his wile because her pen moved faster than his quill
did, He also states, "I did not feel in the least as though I were inventing, but rather as though I wrote the hratocy of Lands that l had known in
forgotten wanderings. "
The Sword of Welleran and Other Stories, published in 1908, contain some of Dunsany' s best heroic fantasy stories. Beside the title
story there is "The Fortress Unvanquishablc, Save for Sacnoth" in which
the hero Leothric slays the dragon Gaznak and removes from its body the
sword Sacnoth, with which the famed citadel of the enchanter may be
overwhelmed and taken. "Carcassonne" tells of the bold, conquering
young king, Camorak of Arn, who hearing a minstel's song of a gorgeous
city far away, rises up in the night with all his host and marches out to
find and possess it. The title story tells how the long dead heroes of
Merimna defend their glorious and beloved city against savage tribesmen
from beyond the Cyresian mountains. Certainly these are heroic tales
which excite the reader's mind. The heroes are all larger than Life and
battle or quest for good against overwhelming odds and great evil.
A Dreamer's Tales, 1910; The Book Of Wonder, 1912; Fifty-One
Tales, 1915; The Last Book of Wonder, 1916 and Tales of Three HemiSj}iieres, 1919, all contain more fantasy short-stories.
Fifty-One Tales
is interesting because it contains fifty-one tales of very short length.
They vary in size from less than a page to just five pages. Stylistically
they demonstrate the art of writing fantasy at its best.
Dunsany's last book of fantasy short-stories, Tales of Three Hemispheres, ends with three stories which have a connecting story Line.
The overal title Dunsany gave them was "Beyond the Fields We Know."
The first story, "Idle Days On the YaM" was reprinted from A Dreamer's
Tales but the other two, "A Shop in Go-By Street" and "The Avenger of
Perdondaris," were written for Tales of Three Hemispheres.
To my
mind these are almost the best short stories Ounsany wrote and also
some of the most significant because the elements of fantasy and reality
which Dunsany mixed in these stories illustrate perfectly the craft of
fantasy writing. The short introduction Dunsany wrote for the stories
reads in part:
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Beyond the Fields We Know, in the Land of Dreams, lies the
valley of the Yann where the mighty river of that name, rising
in the Hills of Hap, idlelng its way by massive dream evoking
amethyst cliffs, orchid laden forests and ancient mysterious
cities, comes to the Gates of Yann and passes to the sea •••
and one day it fell out that turning into Go-By Street that leads
up Crom the embankment toward the Strand and which you and
I always do.go by and perhaps never see in passing, he Tthe
poe!f found the door which one enters on the way to the Land
of Dream •.•
Tolkien, in his famous essay In fairy stories, has written the true fairy
story or fantasy is about the adventures of men in the realms beyond the
world. So are the three stories Dunsa111 wrote concerning the Yann. In
"Idle Days on the Yann," Dunsany has his poet explain to the Captain or
a ship, the Bird of the River, he comes from Ireland and Europe to the
Land or Dreams and his fancy would take him to see the marvels he has
imagined.
The Captain sails down the Ylnn and the poet see the places of
his fancy. But the reader knows they are the places or the poet's imagination only and the reader Is Inspired to dream his own dreams, In which
all thlnes are possible.
He ends the story saying:
And the lime was come when the captain and 1 must part, he
to go back agaln to his fair Belzoond ln sight or the distant peaks
of the llian Min, and I to f1.nd my way by st.range means back
to those hazy fields that all poets know, wherein stand small
mysterious cottages through whose windows, looking westwards,
you may see the fields of men, and looking eastwards see
glittering elhn mountains, tipped with snow, eolng range on
range into the region or Myth, and beyond it into the kinedom
of Fantasy, which pertain to the Lands of Dream. Long we
regarded one another, knowing that we should meet no more,
for my fancy is weakening as the years allp by, and I io ever
more seldom Into the Lands or Dreams ...
In the second story or the series, "A Shop in Go-By Street," the
poet wants to return to the Yl.nn, but has forgotten the way. lie makes
inquiries and finds a shop in Go-By Street that runs out of the Strand.
The proprietor of the shop. after beine asked to supply somethine he
cannot, shows the poet the back door or his shop, the entrance to the
edge of the world. There he meets a witch who is putting the poets to
bed so they msy dream as they wish. He goes to the Yann to wait for
the Bird or the River but finds its old bulk in the mud - ages have passed
in the Region of the Yann and be returns to the street behind Go-By
Street and has the following conversation with the witch:
"Tell me something," I said, "or this strange land?"
"How much do you know?" she said. "Do you know that dreams
are illusions?"
"Of course I do," I said, "every one knows thst."
"Oh no they don't," she said, "the mad don't know it."
"That is true, " I said.
"And do you know, " she said, "that life is illusion?"
"Of course it is not," I said. "Life is real, Life is earnest ..• "
At that both the witch and her cat .•. burst into laughter ....
"The Avenger of Perdondaris," the last story of the series, finds
the poet returning again to the shop in Go-By Street. He wonders what
fate befell Singanee, the elephant-hunter, the avenger of Perdondaris,
a fabulous city destroyed by a huge elephant. He finds the back door of
the shop again and enters the street behind Go-By Street once more. He
meets the witch again and part of their conversation follows:
"Came for a change or illusion again?" she said.
"I have come Crom London," I said. "And I want to see
Singanee.
I want to go to his ivory palace over the elfin
mountains where the amethyst precipice is."
"Nothing like changing your illusions," she said, "or you
grow tired. London's a fine place but one wants to see the
ellin mountains sometime."
"Then you know London? " l said.
"or course I do, " she said. "I can dream as well as you.
You are not the only person who can imagine London. .. "
The poet leaves to find Singanee, which he does. The time the poet
spends with Singanee is described by Dunsany with great artistry. The
setting is one of the most magnificant Oriental splendor imaginable, the
colors are vivid and beautiful and the people strange and wonderful. The
poet returns and after going through the wrong door to return home,
meets the witch again.
And the old witch said, "Now which way do you want to go?"
and she was talking rather like a nurse to a small child. And
I said, "I have nowhere to go to."
And she said, "Would you rather go home or go to the
ivory palace of Singanee?" And I said, "I've got a headache,
and I don't want to go anywhere, and I'm tired of the Land
of Dream."
The poet returns to London through the correct door and the story
ends with his saying he will "be content for long with the fields we know."
These stories illustrate well that fantasy can be more than just the
telling of a pleasant, fanciful tale. The fantastist has much to say to all
men. Here Lord Dunsany tells us the line between illusion and reality
is very thin and we can all cross the threshold of reality and enter another wrold that is in its own way very real, or perhaps more real than
the one in which we live. We can all find that shop in Go-By Street if we
look hard enough and enter the lands of our imagination. When we are
https://dc.swosu.edu/mythpro/vol1/iss2/11
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told, "Li.Ce is real, Life is earnest ••. " we too can laugh as the witch
and her cat did. Lord Ounsany once said, "Bricks without straw are
more easily made than imagination without memories."
AU the worlds
or our Imagination are based on the experiences we have had and the
knowledge we have acquired.
Only in our imagination, we improve and
perfect that which we know. Children enter the worlds of their imagination naturally because experience has not yet taught them they are expected to know only what is solid and concrete.
The joy of discovery and
invention ls still theirs. ln these three stories Lord Dunsaey tells the
reader he should freely enter the worlds or his imagination when he wishes.
Unfortunately as we grow older we have less desire to do so and are more
content with what we know and have. But we should try to regain something of our early childhood delight and not allow our imaginations to
waste away.
After the publication of Tales of Three Hemispheres Dunsany wrote
very little fantasy. He became very busy as a playwright and World War I
had exhausted him and the world was no longer a place interested in his
k.lnds of dreams. He once questioned whether it would have been of any
importance to anyone had he 'never written his little tales. He wrote
this. in answer:
Would it have mattered? Though it is not for me to say it,
still I say that i! one caravan were stopped of all that men
have brought who have ever trafficked In dreams, the world
would be poorer, for these are the one thing that we can add
to it. We cannot add to the weight of the world by an ounce,
we can only bring to it fancies; and whether they are expressed
in towers by architects, or carved in jade by craftsmen in
China. or written on paper by poets, it seems to me that they
are the only wealth by which Earth can increase its store. 6
or the little fantasy Dunsaey wrote after 1919 only one work Is
really important, a full length heroic fantasy novel written in 1924,
This novel stands today as a major
The King of Elfland's Daughter.
fantasy work, much admired and newly reprinted In paperback.
The plot
line Is simple. Alveric, Prince of Erl, is sent by his Cather to enter the
twllight meadows or Faerie, "beyond the fields we know," to brlnr back
Alver!c is asked to do this because
as his bride Lirazel the Elf-Princess.
the burghers of Erl decided they wanted to benefit from the special magic
of the elves. Alveric does enter the borders of Faerie and brings back
Llrazel as his bride. They have a son and for a while all seems well,
but no elf could ever be content in the fields we know and Lirazel returns
to Elnand. Llrazel's father says a magic rune and Alveric loses all
traces of Elfland and leaves his son to search for Lirazel. Much of the
rest oC the novel is concerned with Alveric's quest for Elfland and Lirazel.
During this time Alveric and Lirazel's son Orion grows to manhood and
becomes a mighty hunter. But Orion, being half elf, begins to yearn for
Elfland and his mother and is pulled closer and closer to the borders
between Elfland and earth. Many events conspire against Alveric, but
finally Alveric, Llrazel and Orion are united again.
Then ell land poured over Erl. .. and Erl dreamed too with
all the rest of Elfland and passed out of all remembrance of
men. For the twelve that were of the Parliment of Erl looked
through the window of that inner room, wherin they planned
their plans by the forge Of Nari, and, gazing over their
familiar lands, perceived that they were no longer in the
fields we know.
The plot of The King or Elfland's Daughter is not as important as
the telling of the story. To my mind, in this particular work Lord
Dunsany has written a novel that could be a model for all other fantasy
novels. What is really so wonderful about it, and so very difficult to
convey in a mere recounting or explanation, is the subtle style and
grace or language and lush descriptions
that Dunsany employs. It has
passages of astounding and unearthly beauty; it sparkles and glows with
wonderous imagery and everything the reader has ever thought Ellland
to be; Dunsany's Elfland is, and more. It is a true masterpiece of
creativity. As H.P. Lovecraft once wrote, "No amount of mere description can convey more than a fraction of Lord Dunsany's pervasive
11
charm.
Besides the plot line, The King of Elfland's Daughter is about the·
borderline between our world and that of Elfland and Dunsany's idea that
perhpas such a borderline does not exist, except in men's minds. ln the
preface to the novel we wrote, " ••• for, though some chapters do indeed
tell of Elfland, in the greater part of them there is no more to be shown
that the face of the fields we know, and ordinary English woods and a
common village and valley, a good twenty or twenty-five miles from the
border of El.(land." There are people in the novel who purposejy turn
their backs on El.Oand and all that could mean for them. Not b~cause
they do not like Elfiand, but because they feel that there are things they
must accomplish in this world and duties to perform that are necessary
to living. They believe that the magni!icience and magic of Elfland will
overwhelm them so that they will not be able to complete their work. If
this were really so the world would be a much poorer place and quite dull.
Beside the aforementioned works, Dunsany wrote a series of books
concerning the revels and experiences of one, Mr. Joseph Jorkens.
These are tales combining experiences of weird and supernatural occurences which Jorkens either has heard about or underwent himself.
Jorkens is a member of a Club and is persuaded to tell the tales to his
listeners because they buy him one or more whiskey and sodas.
The Jorkens tales are different from Dunsany+s other fantasies.
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They are much more down to earth and quite humorous. They also have
excellent beginnings and unexpected endings which take the reader by
surprise. Their style and manner or telling make them models for the
types ~r storles,:fe writer has characterized as "fantastic barroom
reminiscences.
Actually, ror weird and supernatural tales they are
in a sense too well written. They do not contain enough of the reeling
or hooor or grizzleness that should be a part or this type or story. But
for models of how to use the English language effectively and clearly
they stand out as suberb archetypes.
They also are very good stories
with excellent plot lines and hold the reader's attention if for nothing else
than to know the end or the story.
With~ut a doubt, Dunsany Is the best writer and craftsman of all
fantasy writers, "~rhaps superior to Tolkien in subUe artistry and at
least equal to those two great stylists in all fantasy, James Branch
Cabell and E. n. Eddison. "8 H.P. Lovecraft said or Dunsany: "Dunsany
loves the vivid of Jade and or copper domes, and the delicate flush of
sunset on the ivory minarets of Impossible dream cities. To the truly
imaginative he Is a talisman and a key unlocking rich storehouses or
dream .•.•
Unexcelled in the sorcery .:if crystallne singing prose, and
supreme in the c rea hon of a gorgeous and langorous world of incandescently exotic vision .... " To my mind, no writer has or perhl!-PS ever
will capture the flavor of the lands or Faery or Dream as well as Dunsany.
lie was one of the last great masters of English prose. He was essentially a "writer's writer" who was particular and precise in his use or
Languai:e. lie constantly threw off quotable sentences: "The Gibbelins
eat, as is well known, nothing less good than man."; or "To be a god and
to Cail to achieve a miracle is a desparing sensation; it is as though
though among men one should determine upon a hearty sneeze as a though
no sneeze should come": or "Lt does not become adventurers to care who
eats their bones. "
Dunsany said that his prose style and plot form came mainly from
lie resd the Bible and Greek classics when he
the Bible and llerodotus.
was young and never forgot the rhythmic prose of the Bible or plot lines
of Herodotus. nut there were a great many other influences on Dunsany.
Lovecraft commented once:
"LDunsan:iJ draws with tremendous etrectlveness on nearly
every body of myth and legend within the circle or European
culture, producing a composite cycle of fantasy in which
!::astern colour, llelenic form, Teuton.le somberness and
Celtic wishfulness are so superbly blended, each sustains and
supplements the rest without sacrifice of perfect congruity and
homogeneity.
Lord Dunsany had one great weakness which he outgrew as he
progressed as a writer. His stories, the early ones in particular, have
better beginnings than endings. He begins a story and after describing
a setting or event in lovely prose ends the story without telling anything.
There is no action or conclusion and the reader is left very unsatisfied;
there is no substance to the story. By the time he wrote the Jorkens
stories he has largely overcome this fault and the endings or these
stories are excellent.
Dunsany's influence on the fantasy writers of the first half or this
century was very great. H.P. Lovecraft patenUy admitted Dunsany's
influence on his work. His The Dream Quest of the Unknown Kadath was
written in the Dunsanian style as were many or his early short stories.
Loren Eisely acknowledges Dunsany's influence and Dunsany's play,
King Argimenes and the Golden Warrior served as the springboard for
the novel The Well of the Unicorn by Fletcher Pratt. Clark Ashton
Smith has read Dunsany and many o! bis Zothique stories show evidences
of Dunsany's influence. The Jorkens stories started a cycle of barroom
fantasy tales, including Arthur C. Clarke's White Hart stories and
Pratt and De Camp's Gavagan's Bar talcs. Through these and other
writers Dunsany has influenced in varying degrees writers such as
James Branch Cabell, Robert E. Howard, E. R. Eddison. Fritz Leiber,
Tolkien and others. Dunsany's influence will continue to be felt in some
degree as long as fantasy is written because as L. Sprague De Camp
has written:
Withal. Dunsany's stories arc a priceless possession for any
lover of fantasy. Like first-rate poetry, they are endlessly
readable.
Those who have not read them have something to
look forward to, and an assortment of Dunsany is the foundation stone of any fantasy collection. 9
·
Dunsany's highly individual quality and imagination in describing
"The mysterious kingdoms where geography ends and fairyland begins ... "
gives him a unique position among fantasy writers, one that is richly
deserved and should not be ignored. Every lover of fantasy should read
some Dunsany; not to do so would be to deny themselves part of the joy
or fantasy and would be like making a cake without any icing.
There can be more more fitting end to this paper than to once more
quote Lord Dunsany, this time tbe epilogue to The Book of Wonder:
... I take farewell of my readers. But it may be we shall
even meet again; for it is still to told how the Gnones robbed
the fairies, and of the vengeance that the fairies took, and
how even the gods themselves were troubled thereby in their
sleep; and how the King of Ool insulted the troubadours,
thinking himself safe among his scores of archers and hundreds
of halberdiers, and how the troubadours stole to his towers
by night, and under his battlements by the light o! the moon
made that king ridiculous for ever in song. But for this I
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must first return to the Edge of the World.
Behold, the caravans

start ...

Footnotes:
1.
Padrlc Column, "tntroeucuon;" in A Dreamer's Tales and Other
Stories by Lord Dunsany, New York, Modern Library, n. d,.; p. x ,
Ibid., p. xiii
2.
3.
George Brandon Saul, "Strange Gods and Far Places: The Short
Stories or Lord Dunsany," Arizona Quarterly, 19, no. 3 (Autumn,
1963), p. 210.
4.
Lin Carter (ed.) At the Edge of the World by Lord Ounsany,
New York, Ballentine Books, 1970, pp. 97-98.
5.
Saul, Loe. cit.
6.
Carter, loc. cit., p. 238.
7.
L. Sprague De Camp, The Conan Reader, Baltimore, r.taryland,
Mirage Press, 1968, p. 61.
8.
Lin Carter, "Introduction," in The King of Elfland's Daughter,
New York, Ballentine Books, 1969, p. x ,
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